3M™ Pathogen Detection

From PCR to LAMP:
The evolution of rapid-testing
in food safety.
3M Food Safety

Want your work tasks to be simpler and faster?
The answer for most of us is, yes!
Food manufacturers want to move food from the plant to the shelf as quickly as possible. When testing for
pathogens, getting an answer quickly can help get your products to the shelf faster. Culture-based tests or
rapid methods are the two most common testing methods. Culture-based tests, the historic gold standard
in testing, look for growth of pathogens in a specific media. However, they are labor intensive and require
from three days to a week for results. In contrast, rapid methods have evolved in recent years, and results
are now typically available by the next day.
Raj Rajagopal, Ph.D., is a senior global technical service expert in 3M’s Food Safety Lab. He explains that
two types of rapid pathogen detection technology exist – either antibody-based assays or DNA-based
assays. DNA-based rapid-methods are generally considered to be the most accurate.
“They look for the specific and unique DNA sequence of the targeted bacteria” says Raj. “They can detect
the gene codes for pathogens like Salmonella or Listeria in the sample.”

DNA-based methods: How does PCR differ from LAMP?
Among the several kinds of DNA-based rapid methods,
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been used for pathogen
detection for more than 30 years. It can detect foodborne
pathogens like Salmonella, Listeria, Listeria monocytogenes and
Cronobacter. PCR uses heating and cooling cycles to cause DNA
strand separation then replication.
Here’s how PCR works: The process uses high heat to separate
the two strands of DNA then temperatures are cooled allowing
primers bind to the target DNA. The temperature is then increased
allowing a polymerase enzyme to make a copy of the template
DNA strand. Repeated cycles of heating and cooling results in a
doubling of the number of DNA strands each cycle and is referred
to as DNA amplification. The amplified DNA can then be detected
and indicate if the target pathogen was present.
Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is another, newer, technology for amplifying DNA.
LAMP technology is used in the 3M™ Molecular Detection System, which combines isothermal DNA
amplification and bioluminescence detection.
While some aspects of LAMP may seem similar to PCR e.g. the presence of primers and a polymerase,
the actual amplification process and chemistry is quite different. LAMP uses six primers to recognize
six distinct regions of DNA or RNA, while PCR uses two primers to recognize two regions. The BST
polymerase enzyme used in LAMP has the ability to separate the DNA strands during the copying
process, thus eliminating the need for temperature cycling and allowing the exponential amplification
of the target DNA at a single temperature of 60°C. The combination of this enzyme along with the
primer design causes the DNA to fold and create loops, again increasing the speed and efficiency of the
amplification reaction.
The Bioluminescence technology used in the 3M™ Molecular Detection System uses novel chemistry to
convert pyrophosphate (a by-product of the amplification reaction) into ATP which in-turn is converted to
light through the use of a luciferase enzyme.
The end result of the combination of LAMP and Bioluminescence used in the 3M™ Molecular Detection
System is that as target DNA is detected and exponentially amplified, an exponentially increasing amount
of light is produced. This light is detected by the instrument in as little as 15 minutes and reported as a
positive result allowing action to be taken sooner. Additional benefits include the streamlined process and
robust, compact instrumentation.
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LAMP and PCR comparison.
3M Molecular Detection System using LAMP

Traditional PCR Method

Uses isothremal rection (60°C to 65°C)

Uses cycling reaction (multiple heating and
cooling cycles)

Uses 6 primers, recognises multiple distinct
regions on the target DNA
Loop primers accelerate the reaction
and increases sensitivity with additional
recognition sites

Uses 2 primers, recognizes 2 regions of target
DNA

Bioluminescence enables ease of detection
Simpler, smaller equipment – no moving
parts or cooling fans; easier maintenance and
cleaning; portable
Streamlined protocols – similar for all targets
with minimal steps

Use of probes add specificity and enables ease
of detection
More complex, larger equipment – moving
parts and cooling fans, fluorescence needs
light source, filters and detectors, less portable
Varied protocols and multiple steps by
technician

Make the move to a progressive technology.
PCR

(Loop-Mediated Isothermal DNA Amplification)
Progressive | Simplified

(Polymerase Chain Reaction)
Traditional | Complex

Thermal Cycling

LAMP

vs.

Continuous
Amplification

vs.

Provides opportunities
for inhibitors to interfere.

Excellent tolerance to
common PCR inhibitors.

Ready to Use

Requires Preparation
Lysis buffers are not
pre-dispensed, increasing
complexity, labor and
cross-contamination risk.

No buffers or reagent
mixes to prepare with no
risk of false negative due
to incorrect preparation.

vs.

Multiple Protocols

Single Protocol

Different test protocols
for each pathogen
increase complexity
and risk of error.

One process for all
pathogens streamlines
workflow and reduces risk.

vs.

IAC Needed

IAC Not Needed

Internal amplification
control (IAC) is necessary
to overcome inherent
limitations/challenges.

Matrix Control and
Reagent Controls provide
additional assurance.

vs.

3M™ Molecular Detection System with LAMP Technology
Cost-Effective
An affordable alternative to
traditional pathogen testing.

Accurate
Increase sensitivity with this
robust, specific technique.

Primary method of the USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service

Fast
See results as early
as 15 minutes.

Easy to Use
Single protocol
for all assays.

Reliable
No internal amplification control
needed for reliable results.
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Why switch to LAMP?
LAMP technology is creating a buzz in the research community, and more than 8,000 peer-reviewed
publications about the topic have been published since it was introduced.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has taken notice, too. They chose the 3M Molecular
Detection System, which uses LAMP, as the primary method their Food Safety and Inspection Service
(FSIS) will use in testing for Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes – two serious pathogens.
In addition to the USDA FSIS, 3M Food Safety works with AOAC International to validate methods and reaffirm that the test kits have a consistently high level of performance. Independent validation of methods
by an agency such as AOAC is an important milestone giving users confidence that the method they have
chosen is robust and proven to perform as expected.
Lisa Monteroso, Senior Regulatory Affairs Associate in 3M Food Safety, emphasizes the importance of an
independent lab evaluation:

“It’s important for our methods to perform as expected in the hands of wide variety of users,
and independent testing ensures just that. We’re dealing with food safety – foodborne
pathogens can cause serious illness or even death – and accuracy of results is critical. The
rigorous testing that’s conducted in these certification programs reaffirms our products’ high
level of performance and provides our customers with additional data to support method
implementation.”
Raj sees many advantages for technicians:

“With PCR, there are multiple steps. You add the enzyme, you heat it and cool it and there
are multiple transfers,” he says. “With LAMP there are only two transfers and only one
temperature, and only one detection system needed.”

To see our complete portfolio of food safety products,
visit 3M.com.au/FoodSafety (Australia) or 3M.co.nz/FoodSafety (New Zealand).
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